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QUESTION: 106 
A modeler needs to store the different configuration values of different models of 
digital cameras. The digital cameras can be compared by using the values by listing 
them side by side. 

What can be done so that the modeler can maintain all these product attributes in one 
single screen? 



 
A. Generate a Report 
B. Use Tabular Display. 
C. Create a Worksheet. 
D. Use Constraint Tables. 
 
 
Answer: C  
 
 
QUESTION: 107 
A Model needs to output a property that represents the number of discount offers the 
user has selected, but the downstream application expects a text value. What kind of 
property must be created for the output property? 
 
 
A. String property 
B. Integer property 
C. Number property 
D. Either Integer property or Number property 
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION: 108 
A modeler has created a rule to display an error message on a certain condition when 
a user makes a selection. The correct error message is displayed. However, the 
requirementis for the message to be displayed adjacent to that selection, and this was 
not achieved. What should the modeler examine and correct? 
 
 
A. The rule action. 
B. The node where the rule is defined. 
C. The node where the rule is attached. 
D. The UI element for the node where rule is defined. 
 
 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION: 109 
A modeler is working on improving the performance of a rule with the conditions 
written as follows: 
 



 
 
The rule is attached to the Model. The Model contains hundreds of selections and on 
average each valid configuration contains 50 selected items. There is only one 
selection with the description "MXC-7500". What action can be taken to improve the 
rule performance? 
 
 
A. Discard the second fragment. 
B. Reverse the order of the two fragments. 
C. Attach the rule to the "MXC-7500" selection rather than theModel. 
D. Use the Item Description property, rather than the _description property with the 
propval function. 
 
 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION: 110 
The day when the contract ends must be selected in the Model. What kind of 
property should be used for this requirement? 
 
 
A. Date property 
B. String property 
C. Calendar property 
D. Timestamp property  
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION: 111 
There are four companies listed as good manufacturers of hard disc drives, and each 
of these companies manufacture two types of hard drives (i.e. hard drive type IDE or 
SATA). For a modeler, which modeling structure is reusable and easy to maintain? 
 
 
A. Create a Model with the types of hard discs drive as Option Classes and the 
company names as Option Items. 
B. Create a Model with four Option Classes with the company names and have the 
types of hard disc drives as Option Items. 
C. Create two sub-models, one for the company and one for the hard disc drive. List 



the names of the companies and hard disc drive types as 
Option Items under them. 
D. Create two Option Item Groups, one Option Item Groups for the company names 
and one Option Item Groups forhard disc types. Create them 
under a Model Group and attach them to a Model.  
 
 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION: 112 
In the Model hierarchy shown in the following image, Option Item Group 2.1.4 is 
attached to Model 2.1.1. 
 

 
 
C:\Pasban Work\Cert Paper Exams\IBM\000-240\000-240-Extracted\000-240- 
Extracted\ib240a\34.JPG What will change in Model 2.1.1 if the Option Item Group 
2.1.4 is deleted? 
 
 
A. An error is thrown while testing Model 2.1.1. 
B. An error isthrown while compiling Model 2.1.1. 
C. Option Item Group 2.1.4 gets deleted along with all its attached instances. 
D. Option Item Group 2.1.4 cannot be deleted while it's still attached to Model 2.1.1. 
 
 
Answer: D 
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